WAN Services
The Role of MPLS is Changing

By 2022, more than 50% of enterprise-generated data will be created and processed outside of the enterprise
premises or data center. While MPLS remains at the core of most corporate networks, this trend, combined
with the advent of SD-WAN, means the strategic role of MPLS in the WAN is rapidly shifting as the WAN itself
evolves. Enterprises need a trusted, flexible provider that can design the right WAN for their current and future
needs. GTT offers a full portfolio of cloud networking services that work together with MPLS, as well as multiple
levels of network management, which allows clients to adapt their networks at their own pace, wherever they
are on their SD-WAN journey.

Flexibility and Reach to Build the Right WAN
Enterprise clients require an end-to-end network partner that isn’t limited by geographic reach or slow, bureaucratic
processes. GTT operates a global Tier 1 IP backbone that directly connects to over 3,500 local access partners and
provides services in over 140 countries. As a truly global provider, GTT can deliver high-performing MPLS worldwide and
manage the WAN as it evolves.
GTT offers the right WAN through a single integrated network architecture and accompanying industry-leading service
level agreements. The company’s managed service expertise and powerful online portal make it simple for clients to
optimize their WAN.

Service Offerings
MPLS: MPLS provides any-to-any, Layer 3 virtual private networking service. Each site can exchange information directly
with any other site in a fully meshed configuration, providing a private IP network based on the client-defined routing plan.
MPLS is also offered as a fully managed service that includes project management of site installs, including coordinating
local access circuits and supply, configuration, deployment of customer premises equipment, enhanced SLAs and
testing.
Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS): VPLS provides an any-to-any Layer 2 VPN service. Each site can exchange
information directly with any other site in a fully meshed configuration.
Cloud Connect: Cloud Connect is a private network ecosystem that leverages GTT’s network to provide clients with
secure, high-performance, pre-established connectivity to leading cloud service providers. This service ensures
improved performance of cloud-based mission-critical applications and greater security.
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The GTT Difference

Key Features

• Unparalleled Global Reach – GTT is truly a global carrier with
presence in over 160 countries and over 3,500 local access partners
• A Single Integrated Network – GTT operates a top-ranked Tier 1
network that securely transports client traffic between locations, to any
destination on the internet, or to any of our privately interconnected
cloud service providers
• Resilient and Reliable – GTT’s network is built upon diverse,
redundant fiber paths between PoPs, providing the most direct and
lowest-latency path possible for an optimal client experience

• Industry-leading SLAs for availability,
latency, packet delivery and jitter
worldwide
• Automatic upgrade to platinum QoS to
ensure application performance
• Support for multiple classes of service
based on client routing plans
• Optional bursting feature for MPLS
and VPLS ports

• Streamlined Client Experience – Extensive expertise in managed
services with over 220,000 devices currently under management

• A range of standardized equipment
from market-leading vendors pretested and certified
SaaS Applications

SaaS

• Managed services provide automatic
network alarming for GTT to
proactively manage the network
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Who Is GTT?
1

GTT connects people across organizations, around the world and to
every application in the cloud. Our clients benefit from an outstanding
service experience built on our core values of simplicity, speed and
agility. GTT owns and operates a global Tier 1 internet network and
provides a comprehensive suite of cloud networking services.

Contact Us
For more information, contact the GTT Channel Team at:
moreinfo@gtt.net
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